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In October 2018, Community Catalysts were commissioned to coordinate the
community micro-enterprise project in partnership with Birmingham City
Council. The aim of the project was to create imaginative options for people,
shifting current thinking and practice from traditional models of care and
support. The primary focus was to create opportunities for adults with a
learning disability, as well as disabled or older adults.
 
To achieve this, Community Catalysts have been running a development
programme offering free advice and guidance to people who have the skills and
passions to set up new community-based options. These options - also known
as community micro-enterprises - improve outcomes for people by providing
more personalised alternatives and opportunities for people to have new
experiences, be active citizens in their community, learn and contribute.
 
Community Catalysts' approach draws on their expertise to ensure that these
new options are good quality and safe by advising entrepreneurs on how to 'do
it right'.
 
The project started with a focus on the constituencies of Erdington, Hodge Hill
and Hall Green. As the project progressed the focus expanded to West
Birmingham.
 
This report marks the end of the initial 18-month project. Lots has been
achieved and learnt over this period and this report is intended to capture some
of the successes and the lessons for the next phase of the work.
 
John Freeman, Commissioning Manager within Birmingham's Adult Social Care
says: "Birmingham City Council is committed to increasing choice and
opportunity for citizens and the work of Community Catalysts and the micro-
enterprises is helping to make this happen."

OVERVIEW



WHAT WE DID
1. Diagnostic report
 
Community Catalysts completed a diagnostic exercise which included learning
about the barriers and enablers locally, and a scoping exercise to identify
potential community micro-enterprises.
 

2. Project plan
 
We established the priorities for the work, which focused on connecting with
relevant stakeholders, a communications strategy to spread the word about the
project, connecting with social work teams and other council departments,
increasing the take up of direct payments and supporting both existing and new
enterprises where there are gaps in current provision.
 

3. Employed a local catalyst
 
Zoe Miller was employed as the local catalyst to lead the work, who started in post
in October 2018.
 

4. Change Group & Culture Change workshops
 
The key council partners were brought together to form a working 'Change Group'
which initially met every two months. This meeting was disbanded and instead
the project listed as a standing item on the existing 'Personalisation Board'.
 
Zoe Miller and Helen Allen led workshops with group and team managers, and
locality managers in order to promote creative thinking and uncover what the
systems blocks were. Zoe also attended team meetings for the key social work
teams to introduce the project and get workers' ideas.
 

5. Networked with stakeholders and enablers
 
These included support organisations like BVSC and iSE, groups like the Autism
Partnership Board, the Neighbourhood Network Scheme leads, third sector
organisations, council teams and education providers. Connecting with local
organisations is really important to spread awareness about the project and to
help entrepreneurs to connect with relevant local initiatives.



6. Promoted the project
 
The communications strategy involved local leaflet drops, networking events,
social media, council publications and local newsletters. Zoe put together a
monthly email newsletter to make sure that people remained up to date and
aware of the project as it progressed.
 

7. Helped enterprises to develop
 
Community Catalysts key focus for the project was to help people work through
the 'development programme' to form sustainable community micro-enterprises.
This involved meeting with existing and potential entrepreneurs at times and
places to suit them and advising on best practice and sharing documents. It also
meant helping enterprises to test their idea, market it, adapt to feedback and
connect with local opportunities.
 
8. Helped enterprises connect with people
 
This happened through a number of channels including with local colleges and
support providers. Community Catalysts planned and hosted the Fun Fest event
and the 'Give it a Go' programme to help enterprises to connect with people who
are looking for support.
 
9. Formed a network
 
Zoe invited the enterprises connected with the project to meet and form a
network. By helping enterprises to connect with each other, we can provide
better continuity, share learning and open opportunities for them to work
together.
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THE NUMBERS

1 network
created

57
enquiries
received

140 people supported by
enterprises every week

90
people receive the

enterprise directory
each month
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The enterprises provide
support in a variety of ways...

How they are
constituted:

Number of
enterprises

providing support
to people who:

Have a learning disability - 11

Are autistic - 12

Are physically disabled - 8

Are older - 10

Have a life limiting health

condition - 3

Live with mental illness - 4

Are carers or otherwise

unemployed - 4

7

Many enterprises provide a
range of activities and can
meet the needs of many
different people



On Thursday 31st October 2019, Community Catalysts hosted 'Birmingham Fun
Fest' at Queen Alexandra College.
 
The aim of the day was to showcase the work of the community micro-
enterprises supported through the project, and to give people an opportunity to
try out their offers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We know people find it hard to know what support is available, especially in a big
city like Birmingham. It can also be daunting to do something for the first time, so
we wanted to make it as easy and accessible as possible for people to get a sense
of the new opportunities available.

 
Our enthusiastic enterprise leaders hosted a range of taster sessions including...
boxercise, dance, disco, drama, gardening, media skills and health and wellbeing.
 
We also had information stalls on Shared Lives, direct payments, AccessAble,
Resources for Autism, Asperger's Heroes, Mencap and Rathbone's employment
support, Connect to Support and the Learning Disability Enablement Service.

 
 

120
people attended, 

plus an extra 40 helpers

FUN FEST 2019

"Creative,

encouraging and

really enjoyable.

Very inclusive -

absolutely 

loved it!"

"It was very welcoming and

enjoyable. It was nice to see 

my son doing activities that

were different and to see

him enjoying himself. 

Thank you."



"We had a fantastic day. 

Made some new

friends, and found more

activities and events 

we can attend."

100%
of enterprises found it

useful for promoting

their work

94%
of people said they

enjoyed or really

enjoyed the day

"...we didn't

want the

disco session

to end!"



The 'Give it a Go' programme was a series of free taster sessions coordinated by
Community Catalysts run by our community micro-enterprises. It ran from the
end of January to March 2020. The aims of the programme were:

1 -  to ask for feedback from participants and get their help in co-developing
the offers
2 - to give people the chance to do something different

 
We mapped the geographical locations of the taster sessions and used the
contacts Zoe had established, with help from a commissioning team at the
Council, to identify existing local support providers in North / West Birmingham
who could partner with us to enable people to take part. 

Number of taster sessions run = 13
Number of enterprises participating = 7

Number of people participating = 98
 

People attending were citizens from
Birmingham who were linked to:

Trinity Specialist College
Heart of Birmingham Vocational College

Hive College
Heartlands Resource Centre (City Council)

Shared Lives
Sutton Support Services 

GIVE IT A GO



"It was fun and

good exercise" -

Josh

"The staff 

were friendly" 

- Connie

"I enjoyed doing

the different

dance moves, it

was good for

coordination" 

- David

"I liked learning

about looking

after different

plants and

getting to do

the planting" 

- Robert

94%
of people said they

would like to do the

activity again

"This is the first exercise

session we've found that

Chris has enjoyed"

 - Ali (Carer)

"I liked the rabbits

and the worms!"

- Sashana

"The session was

genuinely inclusive

for all our students" 

- Joanne (tutor)
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Taster session

 

Other enterprise base
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WHAT THE
ENTERPRISES SAY

In February 2020 an online survey questionnaire was sent to community
entrepreneurs in Birmingham. All have had contact with or received support from
Zoe Miller, the local catalyst. The survey consisted of 7 questions; 10 responses
were received in total.

 
What has Zoe done that has worked well for you?

 
She has networked us with other
organisations
Provides valuable advice and
guidance which has been extremely
helpful
Availability Signposting Knowledge
Connections Support
Being able to tighten the concept of
the idea
Being supported to think about legal
frameworks, policies and safeguards
Being able to run trouble-shooters
past Zoe
Testing the idea in a workshop
Being able to network with other
micros and other community
resources 
Ongoing support
Zoe helped me to become more
aware of policies and papers 
She supported me to update my
DBS check
I feel much more confident
Helped me broaden my thinking

Zoe made me aware of the data
protection legislation and how I will
need to have the protections in
place, especially relating to people’s
personal information online
She has put us in contact with a
wide range of organisations and
individuals
She has given us essential advice on
how to make ourselves attractive to
clients
Help with writing my Vulnerable
Adults Policy
Signed us up for Love Brum to get
some funding
Helped us identify our skills and
bestselling points
Involves me in events I wouldn't
have known about otherwise
She gave me advice and guidelines
about deciding which situations it
would be safe and wise to take on in
relation to the new care act
legislation and safeguarding



I would like some workshops on negotiation skills, body language, mindset 
Support to write funding bids
Connecting the dots - identifying the needs
Help to promote our work
Info and support around a business plan and scaling up
Info and support around funding
Knowing that the support for micros would continue to help in the future -        
 I am not sure who I would turn to if Zoe wasn’t there
Access to Community Catalysts 'Small Good Stuff' website
Continue to make connections with groups and individuals
As a new social enterprise that can offer beneficial placements for the care
sector, we are currently involved in assessing the value of what we offer and
giving it a monetary value to add to our income stream. Further realistic help
here would be welcome
Help to get funding
More support with grant applications
Creating a management framework!

What support, information or resources would further
help you?
 

The most common words used by enterprises

when asked what has worked well:

Connect, Network

Support, Advice

Help, Policies

Being able to get people to use their direct payments or PIP to comfortably use
the service.  This is about the health and social care system and educating
citizens on self purchasing community provisions.

What hasn't worked well?
 



8.3  
out of 10

How likely is it that your
enterprise will be a 

success because of Zoe
and the work she is doing?

"Zoe has done a remarkable

job in widening our outlook

and putting us in contact with

other similar enterprises and

in sharpening our own

concept of ourselves; 

of what we’re about and

where we are aiming to be."

9  out of 10
How much has Zoe contributed

to the development of your

enterprise?

"Being a solo entrepreneur

is lonely and disheartening

at times, but she's really had

so much input in my growth

process that I didn’t feel

alone, I felt looked after."

"I wouldn’t have taken it this

far without her and would

have probably given up.

Zoe has been such a key

person in the development."

"She boosts my morale

and motivation!"

"She has really taken the time

to understand what I do."



Josh finished his studies at Queen Alexandra College in 2018. He moved into
supported living which gave him the independence he wanted, but he missed the
structure of college and his friends there. Josh likes being fit and strong so goes
to the gym regularly, but hadn't found any other regular meaningful activities.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Josh says: "It's been really good to get to do some different things. It's good for
me to keep active and get out the house. I really like the dancing at the disco and
chatting to people and it's been great to reconnect with old friends that I first met
back in school."
 
Barbara, Josh's mum, says: "Finding good local activities can be hard. It's good
for Josh's mental health to have regular things to do so finding these groups has
been fantastic. We would really like to see the boxercise sessions continue in
North Birmingham!"
 
 

Josh & Barbara at

Envolve's session

CASE STUDY: JOSH

Josh heard about the boxercise and fitness session being
run by Envolve Wellness in May 2019. This was a new
session supported by the Community Catalysts project.
He came along with his parents (even travelling from
North to South Birmingham) and enjoyed the sessions.
 
It was here that he learnt about other activities that
community micro-enterprises were running including
Disco Inclusive's monthly event. At the disco, Josh met
some old college friends and lots of new people.
 
One his new friends invited Josh along to Jane's Street
Kats drama session - another enterprise supported by
Community Catalysts.



Jamie has been part of the Shared Lives scheme in Birmingham for a number of
years.
 
He had been looking for a gardening project where he could get involved, using
his skills to volunteer. Jamie and his Shared Lives carer had approached a
number of projects across Birmingham but for various reasons they were unable
to find a good fit.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ernie, project manager at Warm Earth says: "Jamie is a hard-working young man
and we are really glad to have his help on the project. He has a lot of energy and is
a great member of the team."
 
Jamie says: "I like doing everything at the project. It gets me out the house. It's
been good to make friends and be part of the team."

CASE STUDY: JAMIE

When Zoe met with the Birmingham Shared Lives team at
the Council, she shared some information on the different
enterprises she had been supporting, including Warm
Earth gardening project. Zoe had worked with the team at
Warm Earth to bring in an assessment process,
safeguarding policy and do a risk assessment in order to
open up their opportunities to adults with learning
disabilities. She also set up training on Autism Awareness
which Chris and Ernie attended.
 
Jamie has now become part of the team at Warm Earth.
He volunteers with them 3 days a week and is a real asset
to the project.

Ernie & Jamie at the

Warm Earth site



The 3-conversations social work model - this new approach helped to lay
the groundwork for a community focused way of working for the social
work teams which starts with a person's strengths and desires. This fits
with our outlook and makes space for more person-centred options to be
explored.

Neighbourhood Network Scheme (NNS) - during Phase 1 the local
networking events organised by the leads in the three areas were really
helpful for Zoe to connect with people looking to start something up.

Our directory -  at the request of social workers we compiled a monthly
directory of enterprises which has been well received by professionals and
carers.

Working with other stakeholders - BVSC / iSE and other support providers
locally have been receptive and supportive of our project.

Connecting with the Specialist Colleges - Zoe has built a good relationship
with a number of the colleges who have supported the Give it a Go
programme, invited us to meet students and parents and recognised the
valuable addition community micro-enterprises bring to the options
available for college leavers.

The network - the enterprises have been keen to work together and there
has been a collaborative and positive approach to forming a local network
of small community enterprises.

The Fun Fest event and Give it a Go programme were both successful with
good turn-out and positive feedback.

What worked well?
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT'S WORKED &
WHAT HASN'T



Direct payment usage - it has not been possible to access the data on what
local citizens use their direct payments to buy, which makes it hard to know
how creative people are being with their payments. There is a need to
better understand what people buy and what  outcomes are being
achieved so that this payment tool can bring real personalisation.

Developing supported offers - our enterprises in Birmingham are at the
smaller end of 'micro' often run by one or two people - this has made it
harder for them to offer fully supported sessions where people can attend
without a carer or PA. 

Sourcing key training at affordable prices has been a challenge - particular
needs are for training in safeguarding, first aid and supporting people with
learning disabilities.

What hasn't worked well?
 

 

 

 



LOOKING AHEAD

When asked in our survey, enterprises said they need more help with: 
finding and applying for funding
affordable training (negotiation skills, safeguarding)
promoting their work
managing their team and volunteers
transitioning to a 'paid for' supported offer and knowing how to price it
regular ongoing support as they grow

Helping enterprises to run longer sessions with support provided - because
a lack of transport and difficulties finding a PA are often said to be barriers
for people doing what they would like to do, it would be good for
enterprises to offer longer sessions with support. The enterprises will need
to employ staff or volunteers, or work together to provide this. There are
some examples of good collaboration starting to happen (e.g. Dance 4 U
and Street Kats) but it takes guidance to work. 

Co-production - it is very important that the opportunities being developed
offer what people want and need. It will therefore be important to continue
seeking the input of local people with learning disabilities and/or autism
and their carers to shape the project's work.

Working with council colleagues to affect culture change remains
important to ensure that social workers can inform people about the  new
community options available and support them to get a personal budget if
payment is required.

Direct payments and Individual service funds - there is still work to do to
make the money flow smoothly to people and to promote the opportunity
that these can bring for people to choose the right support to suit them.

Based on the achievements and learning from the initial phase of the project, 
we recommended the following areas of focus for future work:
 

 

 

 

 



THANK YOU TO
EVERYONE WHO
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS
REPORT - THE
ENTERPRISES, THOSE
FEATURED IN THE
CASE STUDIES, AND
EVERYONE WHO HAS
SUPPORTED OUR
WORK IN BIRMINGHAM
SO FAR

If you would
like any
further

information
about the

work of
Community

Catalysts,
please

contact
Helen Allen

on 07912
842552

 


